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FIG. 2 
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START OF THE MOTION ESTIMATION ALGORITHM 

INPUT PARAMETERS: F - CURRENT FRAME, R - REFERENCE FRAME, 
(X_Init, Y_InIt) - POSITION OF THE BLOCK IN THE CURRENT FRAME, (Xj, Yj) - 
CANDIDATE POSITIONS ON REFERENCE FRAME (j = O, I,...,N), W-INITIAL 
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Dx__0 = —W, Dy_0 = O, 
Dx_1 = 0, Dy_1 = -W, 
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Dx_3 : 0, Dy_3 = W, 

1. (Dx__min,Dy_min)=argmin(Q(F,R,X*mIn+Dx,Y_mIn+Dy)), 
over all (Dx,Dy) in the set {(Dx_0,DyH0), (Dx_I ,Dy_1), (Dx_,2,Dy_2), (Dx_3,Dy_3)} 
SUCH THAT THE BLOCK B(F, XHmIn+Dx,Y~mIn+Dy) IS INSIDE FRAME BOUNDS. 
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X_min = X_min+Dx_min 
Y_min = Y_min+Dy_min 

X_min = X_min+D><_min 
Y_min = Y_min+Dy_min 
Q_min = Q2_min 
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3. Q_min = Q(F, R, X_min, Y_min) 

180 I v v T 
END OF THE ALGORITHM 

THE RESULT IS THE POSITION X_min, Y_min OF THE BLOCK IN THE REFERENCE FRAME 
MINIMIZING IN THE FAST MANNER THE DISTORTION WITH THE CURRENT FRAME BLOCK. 
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REAL-TIME VIDEO CODING/DECODING 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[0001] This is a division of Us. application Ser. No. 
12/205,482, ?led Sep. 5, 2008, Which claims bene?t of Us. 
Provisional Application No. 60/970,680, ?led Sep. 7, 2007, 
both of Which are hereby incorporated herein by reference in 
their entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] This application relates to video codec (coder/de 
coder) systems used preferably for broadcast applications, 
such as neWs cameras or studio video manipulation equip 
ment, or as a part of a computer system, Which involves 
real-time or close to real-time video compression and trans 
fer: video conferencing systems, intemet video translation 
systems, video security and surveillance systems, etc. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] Video codecs are employed to convert initial video 
sequence (a set of video images, also named pictures, or 
frames) into encoded bitstream (a set of compressed video 
sequence binary data), and also converting video sequence 
binary data produced by a video codec system into a recon 
structed video sequence (a decoded set of video images, or 
reconstructed frames). Hereinafter, the terms “frame” and 
“picture” are assumed to be identical. It is known that video 
compression relies on tWo basic assumptions. The ?rst is that 
human sensitivity to noise in the picture (frame) is highly 
dependent on the frequency of the noise. The second is that in 
a picture sequence every picture has a lot in common With the 
preceding picture. In a picture large objects result in loW 
spatial frequencies, Whereas small objects result in high spa 
tial frequencies. The noise detected by human vision is 
mostly at loW spatial frequencies. The data may be com 
pressed by sending only the difference betWeen one picture 
and the next, and raising the noise Where it cannot be detected, 
thus shortening the length of data Words. Video sequence 
contains a signi?cant amount of statistical and subjective 
redundancy Within and betWeen pictures that can be reduced 
by data compression technique to make its siZe smaller. For 
still pictures (as in JPEG format), an intra-frame or spatial 
redundancy is used, Which treats each picture individually, 
Without reference to any other picture. In intra-coding, the 
main step is to perform a spatial frequency analyses of the 
image using a knoWn technique of Discrete Cosine Transform 
(DCT). DCT converts input pixels into a form in Which the 
redundancy can be identi?ed. The frame is broken up into 
rectangular areas called macroblocks and converted a mac 
roblock at a time. A typical tWo-dimensional 2D-block is 8x8 
pixels. The 2D-DCT converts the block into a block of 64 
coe?icients. A coe?icient is a number Which describes the 
amount of a particular spatial frequency Which is present. The 
coef?cients then Zig-Zag scanned, Weighted and run-length 
coded. 
[0004] For moving pictures, the mode of inter-coding is 
knoWn to be used to exploit redundancy betWeen pictures, 
Which gives a higher compression factor than the intra-cod 
ing. The “difference” picture is produced by subtracting every 
pixel in one picture from a pixel in the same position in the 
next picture. The difference picture may be then compressed 
using intra-coding With DCT. 
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[0005] In the case of signi?cant movement betWeen the 
pictures resulting in large differences, it is knoWn to use 
motion compensation (MC), Which alloWs a higher compres 
sion factor. According to the knoWn MC technique, at the 
coder, successive pictures are compared and the shift of an 
area from one picture to the next is measured to produce 
motion vectors. The codec attempts to model the object in the 
neW picture from the previous picture using motion vectors. 
Each macroblock has its oWn motion vector Which applies to 
the Whole block. The vector from the previous picture is 
coded and vector differences are sent. Any discrepancies are 
eliminated by comparing the model With the actual picture. 
The codec sends the motion vectors and the discrepancies. 
The decoder does the inverse process shifting the previous 
picture by the vectors and adding the discrepancies to produce 
the next picture. The quality of a reconstructed video 
sequence is measured as a total deviation of it’s pixels from 
the initial video sequence. The increased use of real-time 
digital video communication applications, such as video con 
ferencing and video telephony presents an ever increasing 
demand in high video quality. 
[0006] In vieW of the increasing use of real-time and close 
to real time video compression and arrival of a neW standard 
improving quality of the real time video communication, 
there is a need for neW effective algorithms applicable to 
different types of video codecs, Which can be used in the 
video encoders complying With ITU-T Recommendation 
H.264, also knoWn as MPEG-4 Part 10, or AVC (ISO/IEC 
14496-100), etc. 
[0007] Most of knoWn block-based video coding systems 
such as MPEG-4 or ITU-T H.264, use coding algorithms With 
the common steps of dividing each video frame into blocks of 
pixels (pels); predicting the block pixels using “inter” predic 
tion, or “intra” prediction technique; transforming texture 
prediction error blocks; predicting the motion vectors and 
calculating the motion vector prediction differences; and cod 
ing texture prediction error quantiZed transform coef?cients, 
motion vectors prediction differences, intra prediction types 
and the auxiliary frame data. 
[0008] The idea of motion pictures sequence pre-process 
ing using the pixels of current and previous frames Was 
repeatedly treated in the prior art. HoWever, most of such 
algorithms suffer either from possible over-smoothing due to 
application of the spatial ?lters together With temporal ones 
or from very high complexity. The advantages of the pro 
posed method are: relatively loW complexity (depending 
mostly on the motion estimation, and the Way of smoothing 
the blocks edges) and e?icient denoising While preserving 
good original image details (especially for high noise). 
[0009] The possibility of creation the error resilient streams 
is also highly important for the industrial codecs used in 
broadcasting, streaming and the other applications operating 
in the error-prone environment. One of the universal classes 
of the error resilient streams creation methods are intra update 
methods (also called intra refresh methods). These methods 
are based on inserting some extra INTRA macroblocks inside 
the inter-coded frames. These INTRA macroblocks should 
use for the texture prediction only the reconstructed texture of 
the previously coded macroblocks of the current frame, 
Which are INTRA coded as Well. Thus, all the INTRA mac 
roblocks of each frame Will be decoded correctly even if the 
texture of the previously decoded frames is lost or corrupted. 
There are several conventional approaches to the INTRA 
update method. 
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[0010] The simplest approach is to insert the INTRA mac 
roblocks in random positions of the frame With the probabil 
ity corresponding to the expected loss rate. According to the 
other approach, the INTRA macroblocks are being inserted 
into the current frame according to the pre-speci?ed geomet 
ric scheme changing from frame to frame by some pre-speci 
?ed rule. The main drawback of such methods is that they lead 
to enormous bitrate groWth. 
[0011] Another class of the INTRA update scheme is 
highly dependent on the current frame texture and motion. In 
these methods the INTRA macroblocks are being inserted 
either in the areas of highest activity, determined by the aver 
age motion vectors magnitude or using loss-aWare rate-dis 
tortion optimiZation scheme under the assumption that the 
current macroblock may be lost With the given probability. 
Such methods are described, for example, in the folloWing 
papers: 
[0012] Yao Wang, Stephan Wenger, Jiangtao Wen, and 
Aggelos K. Katsaggelos, “Review of Error Resilient Coding 
Techniques for Real-Time Video Communication”, IEEE 
Signal Processing Magazine, vol. 17, no. 4, pp. 61-82, July 
2000; 
[0013] R. Zhang, S. L. Regunathan and K. Rose, “Video 
Coding With Optimal Inter/Intra Mode SWitching for Packet 
Loss Resilience,” IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Com 
munications, Special Issue on Error-Resilient Image and 
Video Transmission. pp. 966-976, vol. 18, no. 6, June 2000; 
and 
[0014] Minyoung Kim, Hyunok Oh, Nikil Dutt, Alex Nico 
lau, Nalini Venkatasubramanian, “PBPAIR: An Energy-ef? 
cient Error-resilient Encoding Using Probability Based 
PoWerAWare Intra Refresh”, ACM SIGMOBILE Mob. Com 
put. Commun. Rev. 10(3): 58-69, 2006. 
[0015] The drawback of these schemes is that they do not 
take into account that high potential reconstruction error 
caused by the loss of the current macroblock or the previous 
frame texture Will necessarily increase the reconstruction 
error of the next frames inter macroblocks, Which refer to the 
current macroblock. 

[0016] In most encoders, Which deal With different motion 
compensation block siZes, a separate motion estimation pro 
cedure is used for each block siZe. This increases the com 
plexity of the motion estimation algorithm and could present 
a problem in providing e?icient interconnections betWeen the 
motion vectors used in texture blocks of different siZes. 
[0017] The neW H.264 Standard improved the accuracy of 
the motion vector calculation using a quarter-pel-accurate 
motion compensation form. HoWever, during motion estima 
tion and motion compensation a quite complicated interpola 
tion procedure is needed for calculating the pixel values With 
non-integer coordinates. In order to provide an adequate 
motion estimation using knoWn methods, it is necessary 
either to store in memory a 4-times-Zoomed frame, or to 
perform a non-integer pixel interpolation during the motion 
estimation. Both methods have their disadvantages. In the 
?rst case a memory storage required for reference frames is 
increased by 16 times. The second method increases the algo 
rithm computational complexity and leads to an additional 
CPU load. 
[0018] The upcoming high-performance systems Will inte 
grate tens of multithreaded processor cores on a single chip, 
resulting in hundreds of concurrent threads sharing system 
resources. Proposed neW modular video encoding and decod 
ing design ?t much better to such multi-core systems. It is 
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based on splitting all coding operations into separate “tasks”. 
Such architecture makes possible to load big number of cores 
even for one-slice-per-picture coding. Another bene?t of the 
proposed design is high ?exibility of system integration. One 
can easily construct any required system (encoder, decoder, 
transcoder, etc.) from appropriate set of modules. Moreover, 
such encoder system assembling can be done dynamically, 
depending on available resources to control load balancing 
for maximum encoding quality. 

SUMMARY 

[0019] The proposed video codec comprises a plurality of 
modules organiZed in a tree structure, each module corre 
sponding to a coding operation. The codec has a memory unit 
and a multithreading engine. The task modules communicate 
With each other by control messages and shared memory. The 
multithreading engine initialiZes tasks, sends and handles 
messages, provides synchronization and communication. 
The tree structure of the codec is ?exible and changeable 
depending on a number of available cores and tasks. The 
plurality of modules comprises control modules, Which con 
trol all coding logic and Work?oW, and loWer level task mod 
ules to perform operations and provide calculations upon 
receiving messages from the control modules. Any task can 
be executed on any one or more available cores. In order to 

improve the e?iciency, the long lasting calculations are per 
formed by separate modules. The multithreading engine 
maintains the context of each task and can assign the execu 
tion of it to any available module, or several modules. Task 
to-module assignment can be controlled by a high level con 
trol module. 
[0020] A method of encoding/decoding a digitiZed 
sequence of video frames in a multi-core system comprises a 
pre-processing temporal de-noising; core motion estimation; 
distributed motion estimation; determining Whether Weighted 
texture prediction should be used and, if yes, de?ning the 
parameters for Weighted texture prediction; and decoding 
encoded sequence of video frames creating error resilience 
streams using high motion update and loW motion update. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0021] FIG. 1 shoWs a block-diagram of a video codec 
having a modular architecture for a multi-core system. 
[0022] FIG. 2 shoWs a block-diagram of the motion estima 
tion algorithm of the coding/decoding method. 
[0023] FIG. 3 shoWs a block-diagram of a simple inter 
frame encoding unit. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0024] The encoding system is designed to transform an 
input video sequence into a compressed bitstream, so that the 
video sequence can be restored from the bitstream. The pro 
posed video encoding and decoding system has a modular 
architecture for massive parallelism. The upcoming high 
performance systems Will integrate tens of multithreaded pro 
cessor cores on a single chip, resulting in hundreds of con 
current threads sharing system resources. Proposed neW 
modular video encoding and decoding design ?ts much better 
into such multi-core systems. It is based on splitting all cod 
ing operations into separate “tasks” and providing a plurality 
of modules to control and perform the tasks. The system 
comprises a plurality of modules, including task modules and 
control modules. The modules communicate With each other 
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by control messages and shared memory. Access to the shared 
memory is restricted, minimized and executed via a uni?ed 
interface. The modules are organized into the “tree graph” 
structure. This tree structure can be changed dynamically, 
depending on the number of available cores and tasks. Mes 
sages are sent from a higher level, or parent, to a loWer level, 
or child, and back from child to parent. 
[0025] All hard calculations are done in the task modules. 
They start Work after receiving a message from a parent 
control module, and send a message back to parent, When 
?nished. The control modules can receive messages from 
parent modules and children modules, and can send messages 
to parent and children modules. The control modules control 
all coding logic and Work?oW. They should react on each 
message very quickly. If reaction to some message requires 
long calculation, such calculation should be organized as a 
separate task module. 
[0026] The tasks initialization, sending and handling mes 
sages, synchronization and other communication is imple 
mented via special multithreading engine. This engine is the 
only part of all source code, Which is different for different 
platform. The rest of the source code remains unchanged 
When porting the system from one platform to another. 
[0027] There is no hard connection betWeen the tasks and 
the hardWare cores. The multithreading engine maintains the 
context of each task and can execute it on any available core. 
Moreover, it is possible that one task module utilizes several 
cores for the particular task execution. Task-to-core assign 
ment in multithreading can be controlled by a level 
module. The preferable cores for each task can be de?ned on 
initialization. 
[0028] Such architecture makes possible to load a big num 
ber of cores even for one-slice-per-picture coding. Another 
bene?t of this design is the high ?exibility of system integra 
tion. One can easily construct any required system (encoder, 
decoder, transcoder, etc.) from appropriate set of modules. 
Moreover, such “system assembling” in encoder can be done 
dynamically, depending on available resources to control 
load balancing for maximum encoding quality. 
[0029] An example of a task tree of such architecture used 
for H.264 video encoding is shoWn in FIG. 1. The system 
comprises a Memory unit 20 and a Multithreading Engine 30. 
The plurality of modules includes control modules (C), task 
modules (T) and calculation modules (TC). 
The control modules include: 
[0030] Main Encoder control module 10; 
[0031] Preproc control module 40, Which controls pre-pro 
cessing operations; 
[0032] EncodeFrame control modules 42-44, each module 
controls at least one of the frame encoding tasks. It is possible 
to activate several simultaneously running tasks of this type 
for several frames. 
[0033] EncodeSlice 45-47 control modules, each controls 
one slice encoding task. Each EncodeFrame module can acti 
vate several simultaneously running tasks of this type for 
several slices of one frame. 
The task modules include: 
[0034] Input task module 50ireceives raW video frames 
and stores them into the shared memory; 
[0035] Output 524output encoded sequence When ready; 
[0036] PreprocLine 54-56ieach task module pre-pro 
cesses one line of macroblock. It is possible to activate several 
simultaneously running task modules of this type for one 
frame. 
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[0037] DeblockLine 61-634each task module performs 
deblocking of one line of macroblocks. Each EncodeFrame 
module can activate several simultaneously running tasks of 
this type for several lines in one frame. 
[0038] lnterpLine 64-664each task module performs half 
pel interpolation of one line of macroblocks. Each Encode 
Frame module can activate several simultaneously running 
task modules of this type for several lines in one frame. 
[0039] EncMbLine 70-72ia task module of this type per 
forms all encoding calculation except entropy encoding, for 
one line of macroblocks. Each EncodeSlice module can acti 
vate several simultaneously running task modules 70-72 of 
this type for several lines in one slice. 
[0040] EntrEncMbLine 80ithis task module performs 
entropy encoding for one line of macroblocks. Each 
EncodeSlice task maintains only one task module of this type 
and activates it line by line. 
[0041] The proposed method of encoding/ decoding of 
video sequence in a multi-core system comprises: 
[0042] pre-processing purely temporal denoising; 
[0043] encoding the video sequence, including: 

[0044] core motion estimation; 
[0045] distributed motion estimation; 
[0046] determining use of Weighted texture prediction 
from a difference betWeen normalized density functions 
for luminance histograms of an original frame and lumi 
nance histograms of a reference frame and, if used, 

[0047] calculating parameters for Weighted texture pre 
diction; and 

[0048] decoding encoded sequence of video frames using 
high motion update and loW motion update for error resilience 
sequence compression quality. 
[0049] Presented beloW are the preferred algorithms for 
each of the method steps. 

Purely Temporal De-Noising for Video Sequence 
Visual Quality Improvement 

[0050] The algorithm comprises the folloWing general 
steps: 

[0051] 1) Motion estimation4creating a frame P of tex 
ture prediction for the current frame from a previous 
frame and the corresponding motion vectors. 

[0052] 2) Smoothing (deblocking) of the prediction pic 
ture. 

[0053] 3) Modifying the current frame based on the cur 
rent frame pixels and the prediction frame pixels. 

[0054] 1. Motion estimation. The process starts With per 
forming motion estimation. Hereafter it is assumed that the 
motion estimation is performed over the blocks having the 
size of 8x8. It is also assumed that block-matching criterion 
for the motion estimation algorithm is as folloWs: 

mvicos FSAD+7v (log2(abs (MVDx))+log2(abs 
(M VDyD), 

Where SAD is the sum of the ab solute difference betWeen the 
pixels of the current block and the pixels of the reference 
block; 7», is a pre-de?ned constant (this is one of the denoising 
strength parameters, see beloW), MVDx and MVDy are the 
differences betWeen the current motion vector components 
and some prediction motion vector derived from the motion 
vectors calculated before for the neighboring blocks (for 
example, one can take for such prediction the median values 
of the corresponding components for motion vectors of the 
upper, left and upper-right blocks.) 
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[0055] The results of the motion estimation procedure are: 
[0056] The set of motion vectors for all picture 8x8 blocks. 
[0057] The values of mv_cos t corresponding to these 
motion vectors. 

[0058] The texture predictionblocks of the siZe 8x8 de?ned 
by the reference picture and motion vectors and the prediction 
picture P composed from these prediction blocks. 
[0059] The suf?ciently large sum of those mv_cos t values 
for all picture motion vectors signals about the scene change. 
In this case one can either change the reference picture from 
the previous picture to the successive one and repeat motion 
estimation for it, or perform no denoising for current picture 
at all. Since the situations of multiple picture scene change are 
quite uncommon for typical video sequences, this cannot 
affect notably the denoising visual effect. 
[0060] 2. Prediction picture deblocking. After the motion 
estimation and the prediction picture construction the 
smoothing of 8x8 blocks vertical and horiZontal boundaries is 
performed. This smoothing should be suf?ciently strong and 
may be quite rough. Thus, for example, the folloWing method 
for smoothing the blocks boundaries is quite suitable. Let’s 
denote as P(x,y) a pixel of the prediction picture With the 
coordinates (x,y), and as P_res(x,y)ithe same pixel of the 
prediction picture after its smoothing. Consider the block 8x8 
With the upper-left pixel coordinates (x,y). If the total bound 
ary difference betWeen this block and its left neighbor is 
suf?ciently large then its left boundary may be smoothed by 
the linear transform: 

small then its left boundary may be smoothed by the linear 
transform: 

[0062] 3. Denoising. The ?nal denoising procedure is per 
formed by modifying all the pixels of the current frame as 
folloWs: 

Where I is the pixel of the current frame, 
P is a pixel at the same position in the prediction frame after 
the deblocking procedure described above, 
abs is the function of absolute value; and 

sign is a sign function (sign(x)*—l, if x<0; sign(x)*0, if xio; 
and sign(x):l, if x>0). Besides, the denoising is not per 
formed for those current frame 8x8 blocks, for Which the 
value of mv_cos t exceeds some pre-de?ned threshold 
MV_COST_THR. Since such blocks usually correspond to 
Weakly predictable high motion areas, their denoising may be 
omitted Without notable visual quality decrease. 
[0063] The main algorithm parameters, Which control the 
strength of the noise suppression are T0, T1, T2, 7», and 
MV_COST_THR. 
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[0064] One of the key issues of the method is choosing the 
discrete-time function F. For its derivation the values T0, T1, 
T2 shouldbe set up so that 0§TO<T1<T2. The function should 
satisfy the folloWing requirements: 
[0065] F(D) is suf?ciently smooth inside the interval 
[0;T2]; 
[0066] F(0):0; 

[0068] F(D):D/2, ifD e [TO;Tl); 

[0070] F(D):0, if DiTz. 
[0071] These properties of the function F(D) together With 
proper choice of the values T0, T1, T2 provide good smoothing 
effect together With minimal visual artifacts added. 
[0072] To complete the description of the algorithm, beloW 
are given the instance of the function F(D) providing good 
noise suppression results and the example values for T0, T1, 
T2, 7», MV_COST_THR parameters. Function F(D). 

D 6 H012); and 

To avoid the computation for every pixel of the image, the 
pre-calculated table should be created containing all possible 
values of abs(I-P). For typical color bit depth 8 this table 
consists of 256 one-byte numbers. 
[0073] As an example, the values of T0, T1, T2, 7», 
MV_COST_THR for the case of strong noise may be chosen 
as To:l6, Tl:32, T2:48, 7t:24, MV_COST_THRI6000. 

Core Motion Estimation 

[0074] FIG. 2 shoWs a block diagram of the core motion 
estimation algorithm. Consider a frame F and a rectangular 
block of Width W and height H inside this frame. Hereafter W 
and H Will be considered as constant values, and the block 
B(F, X IN”, Y INIT) as the left-top corner block inside the frame 
F With coordinates XINH, YINIT. Consider another frame R 
called a reference frame and a block B(R, X, Y), and some 
matching criterion Q(F, R, X, Y), Which is the measure of 
similarity betWeen the pixels of the block B(F, X IN”, YINIT) 
and the block B(R, X, Y). The smaller is the value of the 
function Q, the more similar are the blocks. Hereafter the 
coordinates X [MT and YINIT Will be assumed constant. 
[0075] The aim of the algorithm is to ?nd the coordinates X, 
Y inside the reference frame R, Which provide good corre 
spondence betWeen the blocks B(F, X IN”, YINIT) and B(R,X, 
Y) minimiZing the matching criterion Q(F,R,X,Y). In particu 
lar, if the block B(F, X IMPYINIT) contains some object, Which 
position moves from the reference frame to the current frame, 
then the values X [NIT-X and YINUFY should estimate Well 
the motion of the object from frame R to frame F. 
[0076] Let’s de?ne the value W, Which is supposed to be the 
poWer of 2 and folloWing values, Which Will be used as thresh 
olds for the function Q(F,R,X,Y): 
TEithreshold for exiting the algorithm after candidates 
check; 
T2ithreshold for halving the search range during the loga 
rithmic search; 
T4ithreshold for dividing in 4 the logarithmic search. 
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[0077] Suppose We have already ?nd the best values of (X, 
Y) for some of the neighboring blocks of block B(F, XINH, 
YINIT) and some other pairs Q(,Y), Which are likely to be 
close to the coordinate pair for the current block Which We are 
looking for. Let’s call all these N pairs Qij, Yj) Where jIO, 1 . 
. . N, as candidates. 

[0078] The ?rst step of the algorithm is to calculate the 
values of Q(F,R,Xj,Y]-) for all candidates. If the minimal value 
of Q(F,R,X],Yj), jIO, 1, . . . N is less than TE then the algo 
rithm comes to an end and this pair (X MIN, YMIN), providing 
the minimum of Q(F,R,X],Yj), is considered as the result of 
the algorithm. 
[0079] Otherwise denote Q(F,R,Xj,Y]-) as QMIN and ful?ll 
the folloWing procedure. 
[0080] Step 1. If QMIN<T2 then WIW/2, else if QMIN<T4 
then WIW/4. If W<1, exit the algorithm: the result of the 
algorithm is the pair Q(MHV,YMIN). 
[0081] Step 2. De?ne four pairs 

Calculate the values of Q(F, R, X MIN+DXO, YMIN+DyO), Q(F, 
R: XMIN+DX1$ YMIN+Dy1)$ Q03: R: XMIN+DX2$ YMIN+Dy2)s 
and Q(F, R, X MIN+Dx3, YMIN+Dy3). 
Find the pair (Dxj,Dy]-) (jIO . . . 3) providing the minimal 
value of Q(F, R, XMw-l-Dxj, YMlAfl-Dyj). Denote this pair as 
(DXMIN’ DyMIN) - 

If Q(F, R, X MIN+Dx MIN, Y MIN+Dy M,N)>:QM,N then go to the 
Step 5. 
[0082] Step 3. Calculate the values Q(F, R, X MIN-l-j *Dx MIN, 
YMINI-j’X‘DyMIN) for increasing jIO, 1, 2 . . . J until the folloW 
ing inequality (1) is true or the boundary of the frame is 
reached: 

Where J is the minimal nonnegative integer value of j for 
Which the inequality above is true. 

[0083] Step 4. Set XMHVIXMIMJ’X‘DxMIN, YM, IYMIN+ 
J *Dy MIN, and QM,N:Q(F,R,XMHV,YM,N), Where J is obtained 
in the previous step. 
[0084] Step 5. Set WIW/2. lfW¢1 then return to the Step 1. 
Otherwise the result of the algorithm is one of the coordinate 
Pairs @MIMYMIN) ogMlN'l'DxMlNs YMIN+DyMIN)s “MIN 
DXMIN’ YMIN+DyMIN)’ (XMIN+DXMIN’ YMIN_DyMIN)’ 
(X MIN-DX MIN, YM,N—Dy MIN) Which provides the minimum 
of the function Q(F,R,X,Y). 
[0085] Note 1. The arguments X, Y of the function Q(F,R, 
X,Y) may be measured not in integer coordinates but also in 
half-pixels, quarter-pixels, etc. In the case of non-integer 
block coordinates it is assumed that such block pixels can be 
retrieved from the frame R pixels by some pre-de?ned inter 
polation procedure. 
[0086] Note 2. One can see that the values of Q(F,R,X,Y) 
are calculated sometimes more than once for the same pair 
(X,Y). For example, at least three of ?ve coordinate pairs of 
the Step 5 Were used in the Step 2 and Step 3. Evidently, such 
repeated calculations should be identi?ed and eliminated dur 
ing the practical implementation of the method. 
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[0087] Note 3. The initial value of W, the quality function 
Q(F,R,X,Y) and the values TE, T2, T4 are the parameters of 
the algorithm controlling the threshold betWeen the motion 
estimation speed and the motion estimation quality. 

Distributed Motion Estimation 

[0088] The motion estimation algorithm described in pre 
vious section can be applied directly for encoding video 
frames. We call it here “core” algorithm. It provides good 
results for video of QCIF, CIF and D1 resolution. HoWever, it 
could be improved for high-de?nition video, Where the 
dimension of one block is essentially less then the dimension 
of the Whole picture. Similar improvement may be used When 
the reference frames are separated by several non-reference 
frames. For such situation the folloWing high level additions 
to the motion estimation algorithm can be applied. 
[0089] Consider successive pictures to be coded as F1, F2, 
F3, F4 . . . and forthe pictures 132,133,134 only the picture Fl can 
be used as reference. So We need only F2 to F1, F3 to F1 and F4 
to F1 motion vectors. The block siZe for motion estimation 
can be 16x16, 16x8, 8x16 and 8x8. 
[0090] The folloWing algorithm is applied: 
[0091] 1. Calculate and store spatially reduced pictures fl, 
f2, f3, and f4. Reduction coe?icient canbe 2 or 4 in each spatial 
dimension. 
[0092] 2. Select reduced block siZe in reduced pictures as 
8x8. 
[0093] 3. Calculate and store motion vectors for the folloW 
ing reduced pictures pairs: f2 to fl, f3 to f2 and f4 to f3. This 
motion estimation is done using core motion estimation algo 
rithm described above. 
[0094] 4. Having motion vectors sets f2 to f 1 and f3 to f2 
calculate f3 to fl motion vectors as folloWs: 
[0095] For each block b3 of f3 let (px, py) be the center point 
and (mx, my) be the motion vector set from f3 to f2. Select the 
block from f2 picture Where the pixel (px+mx, py+my) resides. 
Let (nx, ny) be the motion vector from f2 to f 1 set for this block. 
Assign (rrc+mx, ny+my) as a motion vector of the block b3 in 
the f3 to fl motion vectors set. 
[0096] 5. Similar to 4, having f3 to fl and f4 to f3 motion 
vectors sets calculate f4 to f l motion vectors: 
[0097] For each block b4 of f4 let (px, py) be the center point 
and (mx, my) the motion vector from f4 to f3 set. Select the 
block from f3 picture Where the pixel (px+mx, py+my) resides. 
Let (nx, ny) be the motion vector from f3 to f 1 set for this block. 
Assign (nx+mx, n7+my) as a motion vector of the block b4 in 
the f4 to fl motion vectors set. 
[0098] 6. For each block B1. of picture Fl. (i:2,3,4) take 
motion vector from appropriate block of reduce picture and 
scale it back according to the picture reduction coe?icient in 
each dimension. This Will be coarse full-pel motion vector for 
this block. Apply core motion estimation algorithm to ?nd 
?ne full-pel motion vector using this coarse motion vector as 
an additional candidate and reducing search range to 2 or 4 
depending on the picture reduction coe?icients. 
[0099] 7. For eachblock Bl- ofpicture Fl- (i:2,3,4) apply core 
motion estimation algorithm to ?nd quarter-pel motion vector 
using ?ne full-pel motion vector as a starting point and the 
search range 2. 
[01 00] Using these additional algorithm has folloWing ben 
e?ts: 
[0101] It separates different stages of motion estimation, so 
that they can be implemented on different processors or pro 
cessor cores. 
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[0102] It utilizes information from the intermediate frames 
even if these frames are not used as references in actual 
encoding. 
[0103] It reduces the range of memory access, Which can be 
critical on the systems With loW cash capabilities. 

Weighted Prediction Detection Using Histograms 

[0104] Typically inter-coding of picture block use some 
block of already coded reference picture as a prediction of this 
block and then encode the difference betWeen prediction and 
block itself. I.e., prediction of the block of pixels P(x,y) is 
calculated as L(x+mx, y+my), Where L(x,y) is luminance 
values of reference pictures and (mx,my) is the motion vector 
for this block. H.264 video standard alloWs using Weighed 
prediction for inter-pictures coding. That means that predic 
tion of the block of pixels P(x,y) is calculated as A*L(x+mx, 
y+my)+B, Where A and B are Weighted prediction param 
eters, common for all blocks of the coded picture. The prob 
lem for encoder is the fast detection of video fragments, 
Where this tool should be used and to determine Weighted 
prediction parameters. Here We describe fast algorithm to 
detect such situations. Inputs for this algorithm are luminance 
histograms of reference frame and frame to be encoded. Out 
put is a ?ag, Whether to use Weighted prediction or not. If 
algorithm decides to use Weighted prediction, it returns also 
the parameters of Weighted prediction for this inter encoded 
picture. 
[0105] The luminance histogram of a picture (Hist) is 
unsigned integer array of size MAX_LUM_VAL+1. 
Hist[i] is the number of pixels in the picture, With luminance 
value:i. MAX_LUM_VAL depends of the number of bits 
used to represent pixel luminance. The histogram is an 
approximation of probability density function if the lumi 
nance value of the pixels is considered as random value. 
[0106] This algorithm is based on the assumption that in the 
case When Weighted prediction is applicable, ie one frame is 
Well predicted by the Weighted prediction formula, the shape 
of probability density functions for both frames should be 
similar. This similarity is detected using the folloWing obvi 
ous fact: 

If P is a random variable With mean M and deviation S2, then 
Pn:(P—M)/ S is a random value With mean:0 and deviation:l , 
Where P” as normalization of P. Probability density function 
of P” random value can be easily calculated from the prob 
ability density function of P. 
[0107] In case When the Weighted prediction is applicable, 
the normalized probability density functions for reference 
and original frames should be approximately the same. Hav 
ing histograms of both original and references frames Ho and 
Hr, the normalized density functions for both can be esti 
mated and compared. If the difference is loWer then some 
prede?ned threshold, the Weighted prediction should be 
applied. 
[0108] Parameters A and B are calculated from the equa 
tions for mean and deviation for the reference and the original 
frames: 

[0109] Comparing of normalized density functions is done 
Without explicit calculation of these functions, using the fol 
loWing fast implicit algorithm: 
[0110] Input for this algorithm is: Hist0 and Histlihisto 
grams of original and reference frames. 
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[0111] Output is the ?ag Whether Weighted prediction 
should be applied and its parameters A and B. 
[0112] The part of the histogram Hist[is,ie] is de?ned by 
starting and ending indexes is and ie. Any histogram part can 
be considered as the distribution of some separate stochastic 
variable. The folloWing values can be calculated for any part 
of the histogram: 

C(is,ie,Hist):M(iS,ie,Hist)/S(is,ie,Hist), Where 

C(is, ie, Hist) is “center of mass” of the particular part of 
histogram. 
Taking ic:round(C(iS, ie, Hist)), We obtain 2 neW histogram 
parts, de?ned by 2 index pairs (is, is) and (is, ie). We call it loW 
subpart and high subpart. Obviously, if histogram parts of 2 
different frames Hist0[i0S,i0e] and Histl[ils,ile] has closed 
normalized densities, and S(i0S,i0e,Hist0) is approximately 
equal to S(ilS,ile,istl), same can be said about the pair Hist0 
[i0S,i0c], Histl [ils,ilc] and the pair Hist0[i0c,i0e], Histl[ilc, 
ile]. Hence S(i0S,i0c,Hist0) should be approximately equal to 
S(ilS,ilc,Histl), and S(i0c,i0e,Hist0) should be approxi 
mately equal to S(ilc,ile,Histl). 
[0113] The algorithm starts With the Whole histograms, 
checks the above approximate equality and applies itself 
recursively to each subpart pairs. Recursion depth of 3-4 is 
quite enough to detect Weighted prediction cases. Note that 
this algorithm can be further speedup if the sums S(0,i,Hist) 
for all iIO, l, . . . 255 are pre-calculated. 

INTRA or INTER Mode of Encoding 

[0114] The frame encoder may Work in INTRA or INTER 
mode. 
[0115] In the INTRA mode, a picture is broken into 16x 1 6 
macroblocks, Which in turn may be broken into 16x1 6 or 4x4 
blocks (the fragmentation can be different for different mac 
roblocks of a picture). The macroblocks are coded sequen 
tially roW-by-roW left to right. The blocks of each macroblock 
are coded in the same order. The pixel values for each block 
may be predicted from the already coded blocks by using 
several prediction schemes. A knoWn technique of Discrete 
Cosine Transform (DCT) is applied to every texture predic 
tion error block. The texture difference from the prediction is 
transformed into frequency domain With tWo -dimensional 
DCT (2D-DCT) transform. The transform coef?cients are 
quantized, reordered, coded and then coded arithmetically. 
[0116] In the INTER mode, the picture is also broken into 
l6><l6 macroblocks that are coded roW-by-roW, left-to-right. 
Each macroblock can be intra or inter coded. All data is coded 
With arithmetic encoder. For the inter coding, the block 
match motion compensation from up to 2 reference frames is 
used. The intra coding is identical to that described above. For 
inter coding, a macroblock is broken into 16x16, 8x8, 16x8, 
8x16, 4x8, 8x4 or 4x4 blocks. For eachblock, a motion vector 
to one of the reference frames is transmitted that provides the 
best prediction of the block pixels in block match. The texture 
difference from the prediction is coded as in the intra mode. 
[0117] FIG. 3 schematically presents a Simple Inter Frame 
Encoding Unit 30. The encoding unit 30 includes a Macrob 
lock Encoding unit 42, Which is a frame texture coding unit 
corresponding to 16x16 frame texture blocks; a Frame 
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Header Coding unit 44, Which includes a set of parameters for 
proper frame decoding. Encoding of these parameters does 
not involve arithmetic coding, each parameter is coded as an 
integer number With a minimal necessary number of bits 
according to the range of the parameter value. The encoding 
unit 30 also includes a Motion Estimator 46, Which performs 
motion estimation procedures. First, the picture area is 
divided into blocks of siZe M><N. For each block Whose left 
top comer is located in (x_init,y_init) point of the image, 
Wherein x_init is the multiple of M and y_init is the multiple 
of N, a tWo-dimensional shift value (x_shift, y_shift) is cal 
culated, so that M block on the reference frame Whose left-top 
corner is located in the point (x_init+x_shift, y_init+y_shift) 
is the prediction. The Coded Frame Reconstruction and Stor 
age unit 48 provides the intra macroblock texture prediction 
and/ or inter macroblock texture prediction. 
[0118] The INTRA macroblock texture prediction is the 
prediction for the current macroblock texture, Which involves 
only reconstructed texture of the previously coded macrob 
locks from the same frame. 
[0119] The Inter macroblock texture prediction is the pre 
diction for the current macroblock texture, Which involves the 
reconstructed texture of the previously coded frames. The 
frame is called inter frame if it contains inter predicted mac 
roblocks. 
[0120] The Intra prediction mode includes 8 different algo 
rithms, Which are used for the intra macroblock texture pre 
diction. 
[0121] In the Inter prediction mode the macroblock area is 
divided into 8 subdivisions, Which are 8 rectangular blocks 
With Width and height either 8 or 16, each rectangular block 
having a corresponding separate motion vector Which is used 
for the intra prediction. 

Error Resilience 

[0122] For the error resilience the folloWing algorithm of 
the INTRA refresh is proposed. 
[0123] Hereafter We assume that the frame is divided into 
16x16 blocks called macroblocks, each of Which may be 
coded as INTER macroblock, using the previous frames 
reconstructed texture for coding, and INTRA macroblock, 
using for coding only the current frame reconstructed texture. 
Hereafter it is assumed that the video sequence frames, for 
Which the algorithm is applied, are coded consequently in 
display order; for each macroblock (texture block of the siZe 
16x16) of the INTER frame the folloWing values calculated: 
motion vector to the reference frame, motion vector predic 
tion via the neighboring macroblocks motion vectors and the 
values cost_intra and cost_inter, such that in regular situa 
tions, When cost_intra<cost_inter, the INTRA coding mode 
for this macroblock shall be chosen. 
[0124] The essence of the method is as folloWs. Ifin some 
of the sequence frames there are regions that are lost or 
corrupted, then the main temporally spreading visual defects 
are produced by the moving regions. The high motion regions 
produce strong bad artifacts immediately (and these artifacts 
Will immediately be noticed by the vieWer) if the texture of at 
least one of the current, previous or next to the motion frame 
is corrupted. That is Why only by inserting INTRA macrob 
locks at the motion areas in several consequent frames around 
the current frame, the temporal spreading of these artifacts 
may be effectively terminated. If the texture of loW motion 
regions is corrupted in the decoder then the vieWer Will not see 
the appreciable visual artifacts immediately after the texture 
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corruption. So there is no need to insert the INTRA macrob 
locks right after the motion. HoWever, these visual defects 
Will consequently cumulate and groW and Will be terminated 
successfully at most after the pre-de?ned number of frames 
by loW motion INTRA update procedure. Besides the large 
motion vectors, the indirect sign of the area that may cause the 
artifacts in the corrupted stream decoding is the closeness of 
the values of functions cost_intra and cost_inter. 
[0125] Let’s de?ne the folloWing values, characterizing the 
temporal distances betWeen frames: 
T Hihigh motion INTRA update period; 
T LilOW motion INTRA update period; and 
Dihigh motion INTRA update depth. 
[0126] Let’s de?ne the folloWing values, concerning the 
thresholds for the motion vectors components: 
MVTLilOW motion threshold for the motion vector compo 
nents absolute values sum; 
MVTHihigh motion threshold for the motion vector com 
ponents absolute values sum; 
MVTDLilOW motion threshold for the motion vector pre 
diction differences components absolute values sum; 
MVTDHihigh motion threshold for the motion vector pre 
diction differences components absolute values sum; 
Let’s de?ne the folloWing values, Which Will be used as scal 
ing factors: 
KHiINTRA cost scaling factor for high motion frames, 
KLiINTRA cost scaling factor for loW motion frames. 
[0127] Let’s call each TL-th frame of the video sequence, 
for Which the algorithm is applied, as loW motion update 
frame and each T H-th frame of the sequence as high motion 
update frame. 
[0128] Let’s consider the macroblock as high motion mac 
roblock When S, the sum of absolute values of its motion 
vector components, is greater or equal to MVTH, and When 
the sum of absolute values of its motion vector prediction 
difference components SD is greater or equal to MVTDH. 
Let’s consider the macroblock as loW motion macroblock 
When the sum of absolute values of its motion vector compo 
nents S satis?es the inequality MVTL<IS<MVTH and When 
the sum of absolute values of its motion vector prediction 
difference components SD satis?es the inequality 
MVTDL<:SD<MVTDH. 
[0129] Let’s also de?ne for each macroblock the set C(T) of 
T macroblocks including this macroblock itself and the mac 
roblocks from the previous frames located at the same posi 
tion as this macroblock. 

[0130] Based on the de?nitions above it is proposed to 
make the choice betWeen INTRA and INTER coding mode 
for each macroblock of the high and loW motion update 
frames according to the folloWing rules: 
1. For high motion update frames: the macroblock shall be 
coded as INTRA if for this macroblock the folloWing inequal 
ity is true: cost_intra~KH<cost_inter and the set C(D) contains 
at least one high motion macroblock. 
2. For loW motion update frames: the macroblock shall be 
coded as INTRA if for this macroblock the folloWing inequal 
ity is true: cost_intra-KL<cost_inter, and the set C(TL) con 
tains at least one high or loW motion macroblock. 
[0131] Despite the apparent simplicity, the proposed intra 
update scheme shoWs very high e?iciency and avoids the 
draWbacks of the knoWn intra update schemes. The main 
point of the algorithm is the ability of moving areas stacking 
even if the motion stopped several frames ago; the various 
experiments shoW the necessity of such stacking. The extra 
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INTRA macroblocks are su?icient for effective terminating 
of noticeable artifacts and these macroblocks are placed 
mostly in the positions Where they Will not cause essential 
bitrate growth With respect to the INTER macroblocks. HoW 
ever, no unnecessary INTRA macroblocks are inserted, keep 
ing the error resilient sequence compression quality at rea 
sonable level. 
[0132] The preceding description is intended to be illustra 
tive of the principles of the invention, and it Will be appreci 
ated that numerous changes and modi?cations may occur to 
those skilled in the art, and it is intended in the appended 
claims to cover all those changes and modi?cations Which fall 
Within the true spirit and scope of the present invention. 

1. A video codec having a modular structure for encoding/ 
decoding a digitiZed sequence of video frames in a multi-core 
system, the video codec comprising: 

a memory unit; 
a multithreading engine; 
a plurality of control modules con?gured to control all 

coding logic and Work?oW; and 
a plurality of task modules con?gured to execute tasks 

assigned by the multithreading engine; 
Wherein the modules are organiZed in a tree structure, each 
module corresponding to a coding operation, the modules are 
con?gured to share the memory and communicate With each 
other by control messages, and the multithreading engine is 
con?gured to initialiZe tasks, to maintain context of each task 
and to assign at least one of the plurality of task modules to 
each task for execution, to send and handle messages, and to 
provide synchronization and communication. 

2. The video codec of claim 1, Wherein the tree structure is 
?exible and changeable depending on a number of available 
modules and tasks. 

3. The video codec of claim 1, Wherein the control modules 
are con?gured to control all coding logic and Work?oW, and 
performance of the task modules. 

4. The video codec of claim 3, Wherein the task modules 
include separate modules for long lasting calculations. 

5. The video codec having a modular structure according to 
claim 1, Wherein the plurality of task modules comprises: 

at least one module con?gured to provide pre-processing 
temporal denoising; 

at least one module con?gured to perform core motion 
estimation; 

at least one module con?gured to perform distributed 
motion estimation; 

at least one module con?gured to perform Weighted pre 
diction; and 

at least one module con?gured to perform an error resil 
ience algorithm. 

6. A method of encoding/decoding a digitiZed sequence of 
video frames in a multi-core system, the method comprising: 

encoding the sequence of video frames by performing core 
motion estimation and Weighted texture prediction; and 

decoding encoded sequence of video frames using high 
motion update and loW motion update for error resil 
rence; 
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Wherein the error resilience comprises: 
de?ning each macroblock as a high motion macroblock or 

a loW motion macroblock; 
de?ning for each macroblock of a current frame a set of 

macroblocks including the macroblock of the current 
frame and at least one macroblock located at the same 
position in previous frames; and 

making a choice betWeen INTRA and INTER coding mode 
for each macroblock of high motion update frame and 
each macroblock of loW motion update frame. 

7. The method of encoding/decoding of claim 6, Wherein 
the choice betWeen INTRA and INTER coding mode for the 
error resilience is based on the folloWing: 

the INTRA coding mode is used for high motion update 
frames, When 

costiintra-KH<costiinter, and 

set C(D) contains at least one high motion macroblock; and 
the INTRA coding mode is used for loW motion update 
frames, When 

costiintra-KL<costiinter, and 

set C(TL) contains at least one high or loW motion macrob 
lock; Where 

KHiINTRA cost scaling factor for high motion frames; 
KLiINTRA cost scaling factor for loW motion frames; 
T Hihigh motion INTRA update period; 
T LilOW motion INTRA update period; and 
Dihigh motion INTRA update depth. 
8. The method of encoding/decoding of claim 7, Wherein a 

macroblock is de?ned as a high motion macroblock, When 

SD>:MVTDH; and 

a macroblock is de?ned as a loW motion macroblock, When 

Where 
S is a sum of absolute values of motion vector components 

of the macroblock; 
SD is a sum of absolute values of motion vector prediction 

difference components of the macroblock; 
MVTH is a high motion threshold for the sum of absolute 

values of the motion vector components; 
MVTD His a high motion threshold for the sum of absolute 

values of the motion vector prediction difference com 
ponents; 

MVTL is a loW motion threshold for the sum of absolute 
values of the motion vector components; and 

MVTDL is a loW motion threshold for the sum of absolute 
values of the motion vector prediction difference 
components. 


